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‘What is happening in Kashmir?’

This book explores this ques� on through a site-adap� ve 24-hour theatrical performance. 
Developed between 2013 and 2018 by the Ensemble Kashmir Theatre Akademi and 
Nandita Dinesh, the play uses a dura� onal, promenade format to immerse its audience 
within a mul� tude of perspec� ves on life in Kashmir. From a wedding celebra� on that is 
interrupted by curfew, to schoolboys divided by policing strategies, and soldiers struggling 
with a toxic mixture of boredom and trauma, Chronicles from Kashmir uses performance, 
installa� on and collabora� ve crea� on to grapple with Kashmir’s confl icts through the 
lenses of outsiders, insiders, and everyone in between.

Due to varying degrees of censorship and suppression, the play has not been performed 
live since 2017. This book is, therefore, an a� empt to keep Chronicles from Kashmir alive 
by including fi lmed scenes, a script, contextual ques� ons, a glossary, and an illumina� ng 
introduc� ons by Nandita Dinesh and EKTA founder Bhawani Bashir Yasir. A valuable Open 
Access resource for prac� � oners, educators and students of performance and confl ict, this 
book is also s� mula� ng reading for anybody who has asked, ‘What is happening in Kashmir?’

This playscript includes:

• Twenty fi lmed scenes of the play in performance

• A range of contextual ques� ons to s� mulate discussion on staging site-adap� ve 
theatre in places of confl ict

• A helpful glossary

As with all Open Book publica� ons, this en� re book is available to read for free on the 
publisher’s website. Printed and digital edi� ons, together with supplementary digital 
material, can also be found at www.openbookpublishers.com
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Scene Eighteen: The Hideout

A room that is lined with leaves. Dry leaves. Wet leaves. Branches. Creepers. The room should 
be designed to look like a forest. The GUIDES stop right outside the door to the room.

GUIDE #2: As important as the stories that are heard, are the voices that remain silent. 
Some because they choose not to speak. Others because they are told not to speak. 
Yet others who cannot speak. In this room, I want to share with you a silence that 
I have encountered. A narrative that I have not been able to get near, as a non-
Kashmiri. In the room that we are about to enter I invite you to reflect, with me, 
upon this silence. Please take off your blindfolds now but keep them with you!

The group enters the room and any conversation that occurs between the GUIDES takes place 
in whispers and hushed voices. There is a soundscape of a forest: silence, punctuated with the 
rustling of leaves, the breaking of branches, the sound of crickets. GUIDE #2 flinches at every 
sound, looking as though he is expecting someone to come. After five minutes of this silent 
waiting have passed:

GUIDE #1: Are we expecting someone?

GUIDE #2: I was told that a meeting might be possible and to wait here with the group 
at this precise hour.

A few seconds of silence.

GUIDE #1: They knew you were bringing a group?

GUIDE #2: Yes.

GUIDE #1: And they agreed to the meeting?

GUIDE #2: Well, they didn’t so much agree as indicate that maybe they would be here 
at the same time.
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A few seconds of silence.

GUIDE #1: You know they probably think that you have an agenda?

GUIDE #2: Yes. But most Kashmiris think that I have an agenda. Nothing different 
about these guys.

GUIDE #1: Nothing but the fact that they have weapons.

GUIDE #2 goes over to GUIDE #1 and whispers, vehemently, that the latter refrain from 
saying things that will scare the audience members.

Five more minutes of silent waiting. The soundscape evolves. From only forest sounds and 
sounds of rustling leaves, we hear indistinguishable voices in the distance. 

GUIDE #2: Let’s give them five more minutes, ok? 

A WOMAN walks in. The WOMAN never looks at 
GUIDE #2. All her questions and all her comments are 
directed at GUIDE #1.

GUIDE #1: Asalaam alaikum.

WOMAN: Walaikum asalaam. What are you people 
doing here?

GUIDE #2: We’re just waiting for our friends to arrive 
and meet us here.

Asalaam alaikum
May peace be upon you

Walaikum asalaam
And may peace be upon 

you as well
(a common greeting 

in Islamic cultures and 
communities)

WOMAN: You have friends coming here?

GUIDE #2: Yes.

WOMAN: I think I know your friends.

GUIDE #2: I’m sorry? I don’t understand how you… 
Oh. Right. You know my friends.

WOMAN: They will not be coming today.

GUIDE #2: Why not?

WOMAN: I don’t think you are in any position to ask 
that question.

GUIDE #2: Sorry. That’s not what I meant…

GUIDE #1: I’m sorry, madam. We were just excited to 
meet them. That’s all my friend meant.

Who are the “friends” that 
are being referred to in 

the scene? 

Why is there so much 
ambiguity around who is 

awaited?

Who does the WOMAN 
represent?
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WOMAN: Well, they will not be coming today so you better get going.

GUIDE #2: Perhaps you could talk to us?

WOMAN: About what?

GUIDE #2: About your friends.

WOMAN: What do you want to know?

GUIDE #1: Whatever you are willing to share.

Pause. The WOMAN looks around the room carefully.

WOMAN: Where are these people from?

GUIDE #1: From outside Kashmir.

WOMAN: Why are they here?

GUIDE #1: They want to learn more about Kashmir.

WOMAN: I don’t have the time to teach them. 

Silence. WOMAN looks at different people in the room. She picks audience members at random 
and asks them where they are from and what they want to learn about Kashmir. Audience 
members can answer or not, as they wish. In either case the WOMAN looks at each of them in 
an intimidating fashion. She questions each and every person in the room, ending with GUIDE 
#1. 

WOMAN: This was your idea, correct?

GUIDE #1: No —

GUIDE #2: No, madam, it was mine.

WOMAN: Idiot. Don’t you realize how much danger you have put these people and 
your friends in by coming here?

GUIDE #1 looks down, ashamed at being disrespected in front of his guests. GUIDE #2 tries 
to interrupt the WOMAN and tell her that it was his decision to bring the group to the rebels’ 
hideout, but she doesn’t even look at him. GUIDE #2 is upset, guilty that his comrade has to 
bear the brunt of the WOMAN’s wrath for something that is GUIDE #2’s doing.

GUIDE #2: I… umm… they said…

WOMAN: I don’t know who told you what but coming here with all these people was 
a stupid thing to do. You’re Kashmiri. Shouldn’t you know better than this? What is 
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wrong with you? Forgetting your roots to endear yourself to strangers? You should 
be ashamed of yourself. You better leave.

The WOMAN goes on her way, exiting in a different direction from which she entered. Silence.

GUIDE #1 seems paralyzed, with fear and shame. He moves away from GUIDE #2. GUIDE #2 
looks at his comrade for a few seconds and then moves over to him.

GUIDE #2: Sir, I’m so sorry — Sir, they told me they would be here, and I assumed —

GUIDE #1: You assumed? You thought you could 
have the privilege of assuming things with people 
who have weapons?… You keep talking as if you 
understand Kashmir so well. Kashmir this, 

Pangas
Colloquial term to refer to 

picking fights

Kashmir that. How much do you understand if 
you don’t know this? You cannot take pangas with 

these people…

GUIDE #2: Sir —

GUIDE #1: Sir, nothing. You’ll do this trip and you’ll leave. I’m the one who has to 
stay here. I’m the one who has to live with the consequences of this… You need to 
apologize to all these people here. Do you know the danger you’ve put them in? 

GUIDE #2 looks around the audience and goes to each one. 
“I’m so sorry,” he says to each one. Apologizing. Crying. 
Regretting. He ends his round of apologies in front of 
GUIDE #1. He is unable to look at him. 

Silence.

What is the significance 
of showing GUIDE #2’s 

breakdown?

GUIDE #2: I think we should cancel the rest of the programme, sir.

GUIDE #1: What?

GUIDE #2: You’re right. I don’t understand as much as I thought… I put these people 
at risk. I’ve upset you. I… I think it’ll be better for everyone if we cancel the rest of 
the programme.

GUIDE #1: No. Absolutely not. We have guests here. We can’t just cancel things.

GUIDE #2: But sir, why will any of them want to follow me after this?

GUIDE #1: I think they will understand that we all make mistakes. It will be worse for 
us to cancel now and leave things like this…

Pause.
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GUIDE #2: And you and me? Are we ok?

GUIDE #1: We will be. 

GUIDE #2 slowly turns to the audience.

GUIDE #2: Ladies and gentlemen, I apologize for this. I didn’t think this through 
properly. I hope you will still come with me on what’s left of the journey… All I can 
tell you is that…. Things like this happen more often than you’d think. Every time I 
come here, I realize… however much one learns about Kashmir… it’s never enough. 

Please put your blindfolds back on.

The audience is led to the next space.




